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Triang / Hornby R.584 Station Canopy

It all started innocently enough. At a local Model Railway Group meeting and, between
mouthfuls of bacon roll and some dodgy jokes about DCC, Stewart reaches into his knapsack
and produces this . . .

“Could you 3D print that?” He asks.
I explain that the 3D printing process might not be able to produce crisp corners like the
injection moulded part that he’d handed me, and I couldn’t reproduce the crack that was in
the corner of it, but I could probably get pretty close. Closer examination shows that the fine
lines ‘below the glass’ are simply printed on to the acetate sheet. That sheet is in one piece
and clips quite cleverly in to place, so really only the frame is needed. That curve, whilst
lovely, will need some thinking about to reproduce, but then, that’s the fun of it!
“I’ll have a go” says I.
Back home at my PC, I review look up how to do rotary extrusions in OpenSCAD. You draw
a 2D shape to one side of the origin, and then extrude solid around the origin. It’s a bit like
that toy that squeezes play-doh through a plate, or a pasta making machine, for any grown-ups
who happen to be reading this.
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In order to calculate the radius of the walls of the piece I use and old fashioned drawing
board, like your granny used to have. A base line across the board, snug the part up to the
base line, and carefully draw around it. Then extend the lines of the ends of the part until they
intersect. This is the centre from which I can measure the radii. ( 307.5mm and 373.5mm in
case your wondering, which scale to 72.6' and 88.3' at OO 1:72). Two minutes with a digital
caliper gave all the other measures (which were nearly all 1, 2 or 5mm).

Now imagining if this was not curved, then it would be simple to design it out of rectangular
‘blocks’ of various widths and thicknesses. Having seen it that way, the trick then is to
replace the long block with a curved block, using the rotary extrusion trick, and to replace the
shorter, widthways block with a block at an angle. Because there are lots of each of these,
indeed the whole structure is made up out of them, I put together simple functions called
‘segment’ and ‘plate’
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module segment(inrad,outrad,height,startangle,stopangle)
{
rotate(a=startangle,v=[0,0,1])
{
rotate_extrude(angle=stopangle-startangle)
{
polygon(points=[[inrad,0],[outrad,0],[outrad,height],[inrad,height]]);
}
}
}
module plate(w,h,t)
{
rotate(a=90,v=[1,0,0])
{
linear_extrude(height=h)
{
polygon(points=[[0,0],[w,0],[w,t],[0,t]]);
}
}
}

The rest of the design is just a bunch of calls to these two functions, with translates or rotates
as necessary. In total about an hours work.
At this stage, bored, I Googled the part. Someone at the morning session had said “Assa
Trumph Humph paht” through their bacon roll, which my translators had managed to convert
to “That’s a Triang /Hornby part”. Googling ‘Triang Hornby platform canopy’ brought back
lots of pictures of Triang Hornby’s R.584 Platform and canopy. Examining these as compared
to the part I had showed that the canopy has a two blade clip for each of the stanchion
post/girder that holds it up. Stewarts only had one of these blades, so the other was added to
the design.

All in all my final design looks quite good.
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Now that the design work is done it will be very simple to alter it to a straight canopy, or to a
longer canopy or a rising or falling canopy over a stair, etc etc.

Wonder if Stewart needs the platform and the stanchions to go with it. He owes me a bacon
roll now either way!
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